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Constraints on R-parity violating couplings from CERN LEP
and SLAC SLD hadronic observables
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We analyze the one loop corrections to hadronicZ decays in anR-parity violating extension to the minimal
supersymmetric standard model. Performing a global fit to all the hadronic observables at theZ peak, we obtain
stringent constraints on theR-violating coupling constantsl8 andl9. The presence of these couplings worsens
the agreement with the data relative to the standard model. The strongest constraints come from theb asym-
metry parametersAb andAFB(b). From aclassicalstatistical analysis we find that the couplingsl i318 , l i328 , and
l3219 are ruled out at the 1s level, and thatl i338 andl33i9 are ruled out at the 2s level. A Bayesianstatistical
analysis weakens the bounds, but the correspondingx2’s are uncomfortably large, rendering the relevance of
the Bayesian bounds suspect.

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 12.15.Lk, 13.38.Dg
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I. INTRODUCTION

R-parity conservation is often assumed in supersymme
model building in order to prevent a host of phenomenolo
cal complications such as fast proton decay. This also se
to make the lightest supersymmetric particle~LSP! stable
and thus provide a dark matter candidate. However,R-parity
conservation is not anecessarycondition for avoiding many
of these problems. For example, the imposition of other d
crete symmetries, such as conservation of either baryon n
ber or lepton number, may be adequate to provide phen
enologically acceptable models.~For recent reviews, see Re
@1#.! Furthermore, the evidence for neutrino mass rece
observed at Super-Kamiokande@2# gives improved motiva-
tion to considerR-parity violating extensions to the minima
supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!. Therefore, one is
led to question just how muchR-parity violation can be in-
troduced without conflict with current experimental data.
this paper, we study the radiative corrections fromR-parity
violating extensions of the MSSM to the electroweak obse
ables in hadronicZ decays, namely the ratios of hadron
partial widths and the parity violating asymmetries. Expe
mental data from the CERNe1e2 collider LEP and SLAC
Large Detector~SLD! place stringent limits on the size o
these corrections, thereby constraining the possible stren
of the R-violating interactions.

We focus on the effects of theR-parity violating superpo-
tential and neglect possible effects from the correspond
soft-breaking terms@3#. This simplification allows us to ro-
tate away the bilinear terms@4#. In this case, theR-parity
violating superpotential has the following form:

WR”5
1

2
l i jk L̂ i L̂ j Êk1l i jk8 L̂ i Q̂j D̂k1

1

2
l i jk9 Û i D̂ j D̂k ,

~1.1!
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where L̂ i , Êi , Q̂i , Û i , and D̂ i are the MSSM superfields
defined in the usual fashion@5#, and the subscriptsi , j ,k
51,2,3 are the generation indices. These interactions
give potentially sizable radiative corrections to the hadro
observables depending on the size of the coupling const
l, l8, and l9. The l couplings are already tightly con
strained to beO(1022) or less, and their effect on theZ-peak
observables is negligible@6#.1 The constraints on thel8 and
l9 couplings are much less stringent. However, they can
be present simultaneously in the Lagrangian since this wo
lead to unacceptably fast proton decay@1#. Therefore, we can
make the further simplifying assumption that only one or t
other of the operatorsL̂ i Q̂j D̂k and Û i D̂ j D̂k is present at a
time.

When constrainingR-violating interactions using experi
mental data, it is important to provide a consistent accou
ing of the corrections from theR-conserving sector also sinc
they may be sizable depending on the choice of supers
metric ~SUSY! parameters. It is also important to includeall
the affected observables in a global fit since different obse
ables may pull the fit values in opposite directions. This w
illustrated in our previous paper@7# in which violation of
lepton universality was used to constrain thel8 couplings.
There, theZ-line-shape observables alone preferred as
limit of ul33k8 u,0.30, but a global fit resulted inul33k8 u
,0.42. Neither of these points were considered in previ
works such as Ref.@8# whereR-conserving corrections wer
neglected altogether, and only corrections to the ratios
hadronic to leptonic partial widthsRl5Ghad/G l l̄ ( l
5e,m,t) were considered. It is clear that these ratios rece
R-conserving corrections from top-quark–Higgs-boson a
chargino-sfermion loops, as well as QCD and gluino corr
tions which depend strongly onas(MZ). Consequently, the
resulting 1s bound oful3 jk9 u<0.50 of Ref.@8# is hardly ro-
bust.

In this paper, we consider all the purely hadronic obse
ables which can be expressed as ratios of the quark coup

1They do not affect the quark couplings in any case.
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to the Z, i.e. the ratios of hadronic partial widths and th
parity violating asymmetry parameters. These are unaffe
by QCD and gluino corrections since they modify the le
and right-handed quark couplings multiplicatively, leavi
the ratios of the couplings intact.2 The rest of the
R-conserving sector induces relevant corrections to theleft-
handedquark couplings only, whereas theR-breaking sector
affects predominantly theright-handed quark couplings.
This allows us to parametrize and constrain theR-conserving
and R-breaking corrections separately, thereby constrain
the R-breaking sector without makingad hoc assumptions
about theR-conserving sector.3 Also, since we incorporate
into our fit the corrections to the forward-backward and p
larization asymmetries which are much more sensitive t
Rl to the shifts in theright-handedquark couplings, we are
able to substantially improve the limits on theR-breaking
interactions.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we discu
the approximations we make to simplify our analysis.
Secs. III and IV we discuss how thel8 andl9 interactions
affect the couplings of the quarks to theZ. Section V dis-
cusses the corrections from theR-conserving sector. In Secs
VI and VII, we parametrize theR-conserving andR-violating
corrections to the LEP and SLD observables and fit them
the latest expermental data, and then translate the result
limits on l8 andl9. In Sec. VIII, we provide the Bayesia
confidence limits onl8 andl9 with thea priori assumption
that the MSSM withR-violation is the correct underlying
theory. Section IX concludes.

II. PRELIMINARY SIMPLIFICATIONS

As we stated in the Introduction, we only consider sup
symmetricR-violating interactions and neglect the effects
soft-breakingR-violating terms.4 We also neglect thel in-
teractions and consider only thel8 or thel9 interactions at a
time. In addition, left-right squark mixing is neglected sin
their effects are expected to be unimportant@7#. Even with
these simplifications, we still have 27 independentl8 cou-
plings or 9 independentl9 couplings which must be consid
ered.

However, a careful look at the diagrams which must
calculated begets a further simplification. The corrections
theZqq̄ vertex generated by thel8 andl9 interactions in the
superpotential fall into four classes:

~1! One particle irreducible~1PI! diagrams with two sca-
lars and one fermion in the loop.

~2! 1PI diagrams with two fermions and one scalar in t
loop.

2We assume degenerate squark masses.
3Similar methods have been used in Refs.@9# and@10# to constrain

flavor specific vertex corrections while taking into account the
vor universal oblique corrections.

4See Ref.@3# for a discussion on their possible effects. LEP a
SLD hadronic observables can also be affected by reso
sneutrino production@11#.
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~3! 1PI diagrams with two fermions and one scalar in t
loop, with two mass insertions on the fermion lines.

~4! Fermion wave function renormalization diagrams.
In these diagrams, it is clear that the scalar must be

sparticle while the internal fermion must be an ordinary le
ton or quark. The invariant masses of the external ga
boson and the external fermions must be set tomZ

2 and mq
2

'0, respectively.
Of the four classes, the third class is finite while the 1e

poles of the first two classes cancel against the poles in
fermion wave function renormalizations. An explicit evalu
tion of the finite pieces of the diagrams reveals@7# that they
lead to numerically significant contributions only when t
fermion running in the loop is heavy. In fact, the amplitu
of a diagram with a massless internal fermion is only ab
10% of that with an internal top quark, assuming that t
scalar~sfermion! mass is the same. Since each diagram
proportional tol8 or l9 squared, dropping these 10% con
tributions to the amplitude will result in a 5% uncertainty
the limits obtained for thel8 andl9. We can therefore ne
glect any diagram which does not involve a top quark. T
means that the onlyR-violating couplings which are relevan
to our discussion arel i3k8 ~9 parameters! andl3 jk9 ~3 param-
eters!.

Furthermore, the values of the top-quark diagrams atmZ
2

→0 provide an excellent approximation to the full integra
Henceforth we work in this approximation.~We note that the
diagrams carrying only massless fermions would vanish
this limit even if we had previously retained them.!

In the limit mZ
2→0, the four classes of diagrams can

written in terms of the 1/e pole piece and two independen
functions of the fermion-scalar mass ratiox5mf

2/ms
2 which

we call f (x) andg(x). Their explicit forms are shown in the
Appendix. We note thatg(x), the function which appears in
the two-scalar one-fermion and the fermion wave funct
renormalization diagrams vanishes rapidly asx→1. Thus,
the finite pieces of the the two-scalar one-fermion and
wave function renormalization diagrams may be neglec
for small scalar-fermion mass splittings. Note further tha
the poles of these diagrams cancel~as is the case for dia
grams involving gluinos, for example!, the mZ

250 finite
pieces will also cancel. These considerations apply equall
R-conserving corrections, leading to significant simplific
tions in their contributions as well, the details of which w
be discussed in Sec. V.

III. CORRECTIONS FROM THE l8 INTERACTIONS

The R-parity violatingl8 interactions expressed in term
of the component fields take the form

DL
R”
85l i jk8 @ ñ iL d̄kRdjL1d̃ jL d̄kRn iL1d̃kR* n̄ iL

c djL

2~ ẽiL d̄kRujL1ũ jL d̄kReiL1d̃kR* ēiL
c ujL !#1H.c.

~3.1!

As discussed in the previous section, the dominant cor
tions to hadronicZ decays from these interactions are tho

-

nt
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FIG. 1. One-loop corrections toZ→dkR
d̄kR

involving theR-parity violatingl8 couplings.
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which involve the top quark. These are shown in Fig. 1.~The
diagrams with an internal top quark and external lepto
were considered in Ref.@7#.! This necessarily means tha
only the couplings of theright-handed down-typequarksdi R
to theZ are corrected in our approximation.

Using notation established in Ref.@7#, the corrections to
the Z decay amplitude from these diagrams are

2ul i3k8 u2F2 i
g

cosuW
Zm~p1q! q̄kR

~p!gmqkR
~q! G

3~1a!:2heL
Ĉ24~0,0,mZ

2 ;mt ,mẽiL
,mẽiL

!

3~1b!:huL
@~d22!Ĉ24~0,0,mZ

2 ;mẽiL
,mt ,mt!

2mZ
2Ĉ23~0,0,mZ

2 ;mẽiL
,mt ,mt!#

3~1c!:2huR
mt

2Ĉ0~0,0,mZ
2 ;mẽiL

,mt ,mt!

3~1d!1~1e!:2hdR
B1~0;mt ,mẽiL

! ~3.2!

where

hf L
5I 3 f2Qf sin2uW , hf R

52Qf sin2uW . ~3.3!

The tree level amplitude ishdiR
times the expression in th

square brackets. These corrections can be expressed as
in the couplinghdiR

:

dhi3k[2ul i3k8 u2@2heL
Ĉ24~mt ,mẽiL

,mẽiL
!

1huL
$~d22!Ĉ24~mẽiL

,mt ,mt!

2mZ
2Ĉ23~mẽiL

,mt ,mt!%2huR
mt

2Ĉ0~mẽiL
,mt ,mt!

1hdR
B1~mt ,mẽiL

!#. ~3.4!

Henceforth we assume a common slepton massmẽiL
5mẽ ,

i 51,2,3. The full expression fordhi3k is well approximated
by the leadingmZ

250 piece of the expansion in theZ mass:
01500
s

shift

dhi3k'
1

2~4p!2
ul i3k8 u2F~x! ~3.5!

where

F~x!5 f ~x!1g~x!5
x

12x S 11
1

12x
ln xD , x5

mt
2

mẽ
2 .

~3.6!

For mẽ5100 GeV, this becomes

dhi3k'20.215%ul i3k8 u2. ~3.7!

The full shift to the coupling of the quarkdkR
to theZ due to

R-violating l8 interactions is then obtained by summing ov
the slepton generation indexi:

dhdk

R” 5(
i

dhi3k'20.215%(
i

ul i3k8 u2. ~3.8!

Observe that this is a different combination ofl8 couplings
than the combination(kul i3k8 u2 which is constrained by lep
ton universality in Ref.@7#.

IV. CORRECTIONS FROM THE l9 INTERACTIONS

The R-parity violatingl9 interactions expressed in term
of the component fields take the form

DL
R”
95

1

2
l i jk9 @ui

cdj
cd̃k* 1ui

cd̃j* dk
c1ũi* dj

cdk
c#1H.c. ~4.1!

The SU(3) color indices are suppressed. Note thatl i jk9 is
antisymmetric in the last two indices due to color an
symmetrization.

Again, the corrections involving a top quark are necess
ily those with a right-handed down-type quark on the ext
nal legs as shown in Fig. 2. Their respective contributions
the amplitude are
3-3
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FIG. 2. One-loop corrections toZ→dj R
d̄j R

in-
volving theR-parity violatingl9 couplings.
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22ul3 jk9 u2F2 i
g

cosuW
Zm~p1q! q̄ jR~p!gmqjR~q! G

3~2a!:22hdR
Ĉ24~0,0,mZ

2 ;mt ,md̃kR
,md̃kR

!

3~2b!:2huR
@~d22!Ĉ24~0,0,mZ

2 ;md̃kR
,mt ,mt!

2mZ
2Ĉ23~0,0,mZ

2 ;md̃kR
,mt ,mt!#

3~2c!:huL
mt

2Ĉ0~0,0,mZ
2 ;md̃kR

,mt ,mt!

3~2d!1~2e!:2hdR
B1~0;mt ,md̃kR

!. ~4.2!

The common leading factor of 2 in this equation is a con
quence of the identity

«abc«a8bc52daa8 .

These corrections shift the coupling of the right-hand
down-type quarkhdj R

to theZ by

dh3 jk[22ul3 jk9 u2@22hdR
Ĉ24~mt ,md̃kR

,md̃kR
!

2huR
$~d22!Ĉ24~md̃kR

,mt ,mt!

2mZ
2Ĉ23~md̃kR

,mt ,mt!%1huL
mt

2Ĉ0~md̃kR
,mt ,mt!

1hdR
B1~mt ,md̃kR

!#. ~4.3!

We assume a common squark massmd̃kR
5md̃ , k51,2,3. As

in thel8 case, we have neglected all diagrams which van
in the limit mZ→0 in the above expression. Applying th
same approximation to the leading diagrams leaves

dh3 jk'
1

~4p!2
ul3 jk9 u2F~x! ~4.4!

with x5mt
2/md̃

2 . For md̃5100 GeV, this becomes

dh3 jk'20.43%ul3 jk9 u2. ~4.5!
01500
-

d

h

The full shift to the coupling of the quarkdj R
to theZ due to

R-violating l9 interactions is then obtained by summing ov
the slepton generation indexk:

dhdjR

R” 5(
k

dh3 jk'20.43%(
k

ul3 jk9 u2. ~4.6!

In contrast to thel8 case,l9 interactions donot correct
any of the lepton couplings to theZ. Thus they do not give
rise to lepton universality violations, and no additional co
straints onl9 couplings arise from analysis of the lepto
sector. Thus, all significantR-violating l9 shifts to Z pole
observables appear as shifts to the effective coupling of thZ
to right-handed down-type quarks.

V. CORRECTIONS FROM R-CONSERVING
INTERACTIONS

As stressed in the Introduction, in order to isolate t
effects ofR-violating interactions we must properly param
etrize theR-conserving radiative corrections~a partial study
of these effects has also been performed in@12#!. We work in

FIG. 3. Examples of leading 1PIR-parity conserving chargino-
sfermion contributions subsumed intods2. There are analogous dia
grams withuL quark final states and with lepton final states.
3-4
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the limit of degenerate sfermion masses and tanb not large.
In this limit, only two parameters are necessary to acco
for R-conserving effects.

We list all relevant vertex corrections fromR-conserving
MSSM interactions:

Chargino-sfermion loops.The fermion interactions with
the gaugino component of the chargino can generate sub
tial corrections to the left-handed couplings of all the ferm
ons ~Fig. 3!. The correction to the up-type and down-typ
quark couplings from the diagrams shown in Figs. 3~b!, 3~c!,
3~d! are proportional to

dhuL

(3b,c,d)}2hdL
Ĉ24~mx̃ ,md̃L

,md̃L
!1huL

B1~mx̃ ,md̃L
!,

~5.1!
dhdL

(3b,c,d)}2huL
Ĉ24~mx̃ ,mũL

,mũL
!1hdL

B1~mx̃ ,mũL
!,

where the dependence on the external momenta has
suppressed. In the limitmZ

2→0 andmũL
5md̃L

, it is clear~see
the Appendix! that

dhuL

(3b,c,d)52dhdL

(3b,c,d)}~huL
2hdL

!5~12sin2 uW!.

~5.2!

A similar relation exists for the correction to the lepton
vertices providedmñL

5mẽL
. In addition, the diagram of Fig

3~a! changes sign with the isospin of the final-state fermi
As a result, the combined contribution from all the diagra
in Fig. 3 is proportional to the isospin of the final-state fe
mion but otherwise universal in the limit that all the~left-
handed! squark and slepton masses are degenerate.

FIG. 4. Leading 1PIR-parity conserving contributions specifi
to dhbL

Higgs.
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A shift proportional to the isospin can be written as
overall multiplicative change in the coupling and a shift
the effective value of sin2 uW:

hf L
5I 3 f~11d!2Q sin2 uW5~11d!S I 3 f2Q

sin2 uW

11d D
~5.3!

hf R
52Q sin2 uW5~11d!S 2Q

sin2 uW

11d D .

Since we utilize only observables which are ratios of co
plings, the multiplicative correction cancels and only t
shift in sin2 uW is measurable.

Charged Higgs-boson–top quark (Higgsino–top-squark)
loops. The charged Higgs-boson–top-quark correctio
@Figs. 4~a!, 4~d!, 4~e!# and the supersymmetrized versions
these diagrams containing the chargino-right handed
squark loops@Figs. 4~b!, 4~c!#, as well as the correspondin
wave function renormalizations, are peculiar to thebL final
states. Higgs boson and Higgsino couplings to thebR and
other fermion final states are suppressed by the light ferm
masses and are neglected. The model generically pre
dhbL

Higgs.0. This is a result of the fact that~1! the charged

Higgs contribution is always positive@13# and ~2! explicit
calculation shows that the leadingp2/m2 Higgsino contribu-
tion vanishes.5

Gluino-squark loops. The leading (mZ
250) contributions

from the diagrams shown in Fig. 5 vanish as a result of
relation ~see the Appendix!

@ 2 Ĉ24~0,0,mZ
2 ;mg̃ ,mq̃ ,mq̃!1B1~0;mg̃ ,mq̃! #m

Z
25050.

~5.4!

Even for the subleading terms, in the limit of degener
squark masses the gluino–squark loops induce only a uni
sal shift to all of theZ-quark couplings. Just as for QCD
corrections, this shift cancels in the ratios of hadronic wid
and asymmetries and therefore does not enter into our an
sis.

Neutralino-sfermion loops. The gaugino component of th
neutralino generates shifts to all of the couplings~Fig. 6!.
However, the only~potentially! significant diagrams are al
of the two scalar, three sparticle variety. When these
combined with wave function renormalization diagrams, t
leading mZ

250 pieces cancel in the sum@see Eq.~5.4!#.
Therefore, these can be neglected altogether.

Oblique corrections. In addition to all these vertex correc
tions, R-conserving interactions can also affectZ-peak ob-
servables through vacuum polarization diagrams, also kno
as oblique corrections. Oblique corrections can all be s
sumed into a shift in ther parameter and the effective valu
of sin2 uW, the first of which cancels in all of the observabl
that we consider@14#.

5For the purpose of this analysis, we treat Higgsino and gaug
contributions separately.
3-5
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FIG. 5. Gluino-squark corrections to theZqq̄
vertex.
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Thus, in our approximation, the onlyR-conserving effects
we need to consider are~1! a shift in the left-handedb cou-
pling from charged Higgs or Higgsino correction, and~2! a
universal shift in the effective value of sin2 uW which sub-
sumes the isospin-proportional correction due to charg
squark loops as well as the oblique corrections.

VI. FIT TO THE DATA

As we have seen, theR-violating l8 couplings correct the
left-handed couplings of the charged leptons and the rig
handed couplings of the down-type quarks while thel9 cou-
plings correct the right-handed couplings of the down-ty
quarks only. TheR-conserving chargino-sfermion correctio
is absorbed into a universal shift of sin2 uW ~provided that all
the sfermions are degenerate! while the Higgs-boson–top
quark correction is only relevant for the left-handedb quark.
Since we have already discussed the limits placed on thel8
couplings from the leptonic observables in a previous pa
@7#, we will concentrate on the corrections to the quark o
servables and perform a fit which encompassed both thel8
andl9 cases.

In order to constrain the size of these corrections we w
use theratios of the hadronic partial widths

Rq5
Gqq̄

Ghad
5

hqL

2 1hqR

2

(
q85u,d,s,c,b

~hq
L8

2
1hq

R8
2

!

~q5c,b!,

Rq85
Gqq̄

Guū1Gdd̄1Gss̄

5
hqL

2 1hqR

2

(
q5u,d,s

~hq
L8

2
1hq

R8
2

!

(q5u,d,s),

and the parity-violating asymmetry parameters

Aq5
hqL

2 2hqR

2

hqL

2 1hqR

2
, AFB~q!5

3

4
AeAq , ~q5u,d,s,c,b!.
01500
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These observables have the convenient property that~1! they
are insensitive to QCD and gluino-squark corrections and~2!
the only dependence on oblique corrections~vacuum polar-
izations! comes from a shift in the effective value of sin2uW.
This will permit us to constrain the parameters we are int
ested in without complicating the fit procedure by introdu
ing gluon-gluino corrections or corrections to ther param-
eter.

Of the leptonic observables, we will include the ratio
electron to neutrino widthsRn/e5Gnn̄ /Ge1e2 and the elec-
tron asymmetry parametersAe and AFB(e)5 3

4 Ae
2 to help

constrain the universalR-conserving and oblique correction
Corrections toAe must be considered in any case since it
present in the hadronic observablesAFB(q). Though the left-
handed lepton couplings receive corrections from thel8 in-
teractions, the size of the correction particular to the elect
is already so tightly constrained to be small by other exp
ments that we can neglect it entirely. We drop allm or t
dependent observables from our fit so that we can use
result to constrain both thel8 andl9 cases.

In Table I we list the experimental data we use in our
with correlation matrices shown in Tables II and III. W
caution the reader that many of these numbers are prel
nary results announced during the summer 1999 conferen
so they, and our resulting fit derived from them, may
subject to change. Some comments are in order:

~1! The ratio

Rn/e5
Gnn̄

Ge1e2

5
hnL

2

heL

2 1heR

2

is calculated from the first sixZ-line-shape observables. It
correlation toAFB(e) is 128%. Its correlations to them and
t observables, which we drop, are negligibly small.

~2! The t polarization data have been updated from R
@15# with new numbers from DELPHI@16,17#. We keep only
Ae and dropAt .

~3! The SLD value ofALR ~which is the same thing asAe)
is from hadronic events only.Ae is from the leptonic events
Its correlations to the droppedAm and At are negligibly
weak.~The errors are dominated by statistics@18#.!
e
FIG. 6. Neutralino-squark corrections to th

Zqq̄ vertex.
3-6
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~4! The OPAL measurements ofRs8 , AFB(s), andAFB(u)
assume standard model values ofRd850.359 andAFB(d)
50.100. To account for the shifts in the down observable
our model, the data should be interpreted as constraining
following linear combinations:

R8s* 5Rs811.83 @Rd820.359#

AFB* ~s!5AFB~s!20.32@AFB~d!20.100#

AFB* ~u!5AFB~u!21.42@AFB~d!20.100#.

TABLE I. LEP and SLD observables and their standard mo
predictions. The ratioRn/e5Gnn̄ /Ge1e2 was calculated from the
Z-line-shape observables. The standard model predictions were
culated usingZFITTER v.6.21 @23# with mt5174.3 GeV@24#, mH

5300 GeV, andas(mZ)50.120 as input.

Observable Reference
Measured

Value
ZFITTER

Prediction

Z-line-shape variables
mZ @16# 91.187260.0021 GeV input
GZ @16# 2.494460.0024 GeV —
shad

0 @16# 41.54460.037 nb —
Re @16# 20.80360.049 —
Rm @16# 20.78660.033 —
Rt @16# 20.76460.045 —
AFB(e) @16# 0.014560.0024 0.0152
AFB(m) @16# 0.016760.0013 —
AFB(t) @16# 0.018860.0017 —
Rn/e 1.975560.0080 1.9916

t polarization at LEP
Ae @16# 0.148360.0051 0.1423
At @16# 0.142460.0044 —

SLD left-right asymmetries
ALR @17# 0.1510860.00218 0.1423
Ae @17# 0.155860.0064 0.1423
Am @17# 0.13760.016 —
At @17# 0.14260.016 —

Light quark flavor
Rs8* @OPAL# @19# 0.39260.062 0.360
AFB* (s) @OPAL# @19# 0.07560.029 0.100
AFB* (u) @OPAL# @19# 0.08660.037 0.071
AFB** (s) @DELPHI# @20# 0.100860.0120 0.1006
As* @SLD# @21# 0.8560.092 0.935

Heavy quark flavor
Rb @16# 0.2164260.00073 0.21583
Rc @16# 0.167460.0038 0.1722
AFB(b) @16# 0.098860.0020 0.0997
AFB(c) @16# 0.069260.0037 0.0711
Ab @16# 0.91160.025 0.934
Ac @16# 0.63060.026 0.666
01500
n
he

There is a131% correlation betweenAFB* (s) and AFB* (u)
@19#.

~5! The DELPHI measurement ofAFB(s) assumes stan
dard model values ofAFB(u)50.0736 andAFB(d)50.1031.
It should be interpreted as a measurement of the follow
linear combination@20#:

AFB** ~s!5AFB~s!20.156@AFB~u!20.0736#

20.117@AFB~d!20.1031#.

~6! The SLD measurement ofAs @21# assumes standar
model values forAu , Ad , Ru8 , andRd8 . ~The dependence on
the heavy flavor variables is weak and negligible.! To ac-
count for shifts in these input parameters the measurem
should be intepreted as constraining@22#:

As* 5As20.0602@Au20.668#20.0467@Ad20.936#

21.32@Ru820.280#21.20@Rd820.360#.

~7! The heavy flavor data are the combined fit to the L
and SLD data compiled by the LEP Electroweak Worki
Group @16#. The central values ofAb and Ac are shifted
compared to the original SLD values of

Ab50.90560.026

Ac50.63460.027.

Using these numbers instead of those shown in Table I
result in a slightly tighter constraint on theR-violating cou-
plings, but we will present the results using theLEPEWWG

numbers to be on the conservative side.
We denote the shift in sin2 uW due to oblique and

chargino-sfermion corrections byds2 and the shift from the
Higgs interactions specific to the left-handed coupling of
b by dhbL

Higgs. The R-violating shifts specific to the right-

handed couplings of thed, s, andb quarks are denoteddhdR

R” ,

dhsR

R” , and dhbR

R” . Then the shifts in the couplings of th

quarks, the electron, and the neutrino are given by

dhnL
50

dheL
5ds2

dheR
5ds2

dhuL
52

2

3
ds2

dhuR
52

2

3
ds2

dhdL
5

1

3
ds2

l

al-
3-7
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TABLE II. The correlation of theZ-line-shape variables at LEP.

mZ GZ shad
0 Re Rm Rt AFB(e) AFB(m) AFB(t)

mZ 1.000 20.008 20.050 0.073 0.001 0.002 20.015 0.046 0.034
GZ 1.000 20.284 20.006 0.008 0.000 20.002 0.002 20.003
shad

0 1.000 0.109 0.137 0.100 0.008 0.001 0.0
Re 1.000 0.070 0.044 20.356 0.023 0.016
Rm 1.000 0.072 0.005 0.006 0.00
Rt 1.000 0.003 20.003 0.010
AFB(e) 1.000 20.026 20.020
AFB(m) 1.000 0.045
AFB(t) 1.000
et
nc

n

dhdR
5

1

3
ds21dhdR

R”

dhcL
52

2

3
ds2

dhcR
52

2

3
ds2

dhsL
5

1

3
ds2

dhsR
5

1

3
ds21dhsR

R”

dhbL
52

1

3
ds21dhbL

Higgs

dhbR
52

1

3
ds21dhbR

R” .

The dependence of the observables on these fit param
can be calculated in a straightforward manner. For insta
we find

dRn/e

Rn/e
5

2 dhnL

hnL

2
2heL

dheL
12heR

dheR

heL

2 1heR

2

52S 2heL
12heR

heL

2 1heR

2 D ds250.64ds2

or

dRn/e51.17ds2

where the coefficient has been calculated assuming sin2 uW
50.2315. Similarly,

dAe527.61ds2

dAFB~e!521.63ds2
01500
ers
e,

dRs8* 50.151ds210.242dhdR

R” 20.0058dhsR

R”

dAFB* ~u!53.74ds210.262dhdR

R”

dAFB* ~s!523.72ds210.0558dhdR

R” 20.174dhsR

R”

dAFB** ~s!524.15ds210.020dhdR

R” 20.174dhsR

R”

dAs* 520.321ds220.0444dhdR

R” 21.37dhsR

R”

dRb50.0392ds220.0396dhdR

R” 20.0396dhsR

R”

10.141dhbR

R” 20.771dhbL

Higgs

dRc520.0605ds220.0316dhdR

R” 20.0316dhsR

R”

20.0316dhbR

R” 10.173dhbL

Higgs

dAFB~b!525.40ds220.172dhbR

R” 20.0315dhbL

Higgs

dAFB~c!524.17ds2

dAb520.636ds221.61dhbR

R” 20.295dhbL

Higgs

dAc523.45ds2 ~6.1!

Fitting these expressions to the data in Table I, we obtai

TABLE III. The correlation of the heavy flavor variables from
LEP and SLD.

Rb Rc AFB(b) AFB(c) Ab Ac

Rb 1.00 20.14 20.03 0.01 20.03 0.02
Rc 1.00 0.05 20.05 0.02 20.02
AFB(b) 1.00 0.09 0.02 0.00
AFB(c) 1.00 20.01 0.03
Ab 1.00 0.15
Ac 1.00
3-8
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ds2520.0009260.00022

dhdR

R” 50.08160.077

dhsR

R” 50.05560.043

dhbR

R” 50.02660.010

dhbL

Higgs520.003160.0042 ~6.2!

with the correlation matrix shown in Table IV. The quality o
the fit wasx2512.0/(1625). The standard model predic
tions were obtained usingZFITTER v.6.21 @23# using mt
5174.3 GeV@24# and mh5300 GeV. Except fords2, the
best-fit values and uncertainties of the parameters are v
ally unchanged when the standard model Higgs boson m
is varied between 100 GeV and 1 TeV. By far the larg
contribution to the x2 is from those observable
@Rn/e ,AFB(c) andAc contribute a combined 8.6# which serve
only to compete withALR in determiningds2.

In Figs. 7–16, we show the limits placed on the five p
rameters by various observables projected onto two dim
sional planes. Figures 7, 11, 12, and 13 show that the m

TABLE IV. The correlation matrix of the fit parameters.

ds2
dhdR

R” dhsR

R” dhbR

R” dhbL

Higgs

ds2 1.00 0.01 20.06 20.42 20.15

dhdR

R” 1.00 20.30 0.09 20.75

dhsR

R” 1.00 0.05 20.22

dhbR

R” 1.00 0.30

dhbL

Higgs 1.00

FIG. 7. Constraints in theds2-dhdR

R” plane from various observ
ables.
01500
u-
ss
t

-
n-
st

stringent constraint ondhdR

R” comes fromAFB* (u), while Figs.

8, 11, 14, and 15 show that thedhsR

R” is constrained byAs*

andAFB** (s). Figures 10, 13, 15, and 16 show thatdhbL

Higgs is

largely fixed byRb . It is clear from Figs. 12, 14, and 16 tha

the strongest constraint ondhbR

R” comes fromAb andAFB(b).

However, a careful look at Fig. 9 shows that the limit o

dhbR

R” is strongly correlated with the value ofds2. Because

ALR and other measurements prefer a slightly negativeds2,

the preferred value ofdhbR

R” from AFB(b) is shifted to the

positive side@9#.

VII. LIMITS ON l8 AND l9

Using Eq. ~3.8!, we can translate our fit results in Eq
~6.2! to limits on thel8 couplings constants:

FIG. 8. Constraints in theds2-dhsR

R” plane from various observ
ables.

FIG. 9. Constraints in theds2-dhbR

R” plane from various observ
ables.
3-9
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(
i

ul i318 u25238636

(
i

ul i328 u25226620 ~7.1!

(
i

ul i338 u25212.164.7.

The correlations between the fit values of the couplings
relatively small~see Table IV!. The 1s (2s) @3s# upper
bounds are then

(
i

ul i318 u2<22 ~34! @70# ~7.2!

FIG. 10. Constraints in theds2-dhbL

Higgs plane from various
observables.

FIG. 11. Constraints in thedhdR

R” -dhsR

R” plane from various
observables.
01500
re

(
i

ul i328 u2<26 ~14! @34#

(
i

ul i338 u2<27.4 ~22.8! @1.9#.

This imposes the following (2s) @3s# limits on the indi-
vidual couplings in the sum:

ul i318 u<~5.8! @8.4#

ul i328 u<~3.8! @5.9# ~7.3!

ul i338 u<~— ! @1.4#.

For i 51 andi 52, stronger constraints at the 2s level on the
relevant couplings are available from other types of exp

FIG. 12. Constraints in thedhdR

R” -dhbR

R” plane from various
observables.

FIG. 13. Constraints in thedhdR

R” -dhbR

R” plane from various
observables.
3-10
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ments@6#, so these constraints fail to improve previous
sults. The strongest constraint is oni 53, where the best-fit
value of the sum of squared couplings is negative even
2s. This constitutes a significant improvement in the upp
bound on ul i338 u over previous bounds on these couplin
which were nonzero at the 2s level. These results ar
complementary to those obtained in Ref.@7#, in which a
different combination ofl8 couplings was constrained. I
particular, for thel i338 couplings, thes from the lepton uni-
versality constraints is much smaller, but the best-fit value
the squared couplings from the hadronic constraint is ne
tive by an even greater statistical significance.6

Next, we consider the constraints on thel9 couplings.
These couplings have hitherto been constrained by exp
ment only weakly or not at all. Using Eq.~4.5!, we can
translate Eq.~6.2! into the bounds

(
k

ul31k9 u25219618

(
k

ul32k9 u25213610 ~7.4!

(
k

ul33k9 u2526.062.3.

Again, the correlations between these constraints are r
tively weak, so we neglect them henceforth. The 1s (2s)
@3s# upper bounds are then

(
k

ul31k9 u2<21 ~17! @35#

6A strong independent constraint onl i338 will be available from
the measurement of the invisible width of theY resonance@25#.

FIG. 14. Constraints in thedhdR

R” -dhbR

R” plane from various
observables.
01500
-

at
r

f
a-

ri-

la-

(
k

ul32k9 u2<23 ~7! @17# ~7.5!

(
k

ul33k9 u2<23.7 ~21.4! @0.9#.

Recall that thel9 couplings are antisymmetric in the last tw
indices; thus, each of the sums above consists of only
terms. The (2s) @3s# upper bounds on the individuall9
couplings are then

ul3219 u<~2.7! @4.1#

~7.6!
ul33i9 u<~— ! @0.96#.

Thus,l3319 andl3329 are excluded at the 2s level, andl3219 is
excluded at the 1s level. These bounds significantly improv
the 1s bound oful33k9 u,0.50 fromRl @6,8#.

These improvements on the bounds ofl8 and l9 are a
consequence of the fact that while the data prefers apositive
shift in the right-handed coupling of theb, which is nonzero
by 2.6s, bothl8 andl9 corrections shift the coupling in the
negative direction. This situation is not mitigated by increa
ing tanb @26#.

VIII. BAYESIAN CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
FOR l8 AND l9

In the previous section we performed aclassicalstatistical
analysis; i.e., we performed a fit to the data without anya
priori assumptions about the viability of the model. In pa
ticular, we made no assumptions about the signs of the c
pling shifts when fitting the data. As a consequence, the b
fit values for the squares of theR-violating couplings were
negative, resulting in strong 1s and 2s bounds.

An alternate method for calculating confidence levels is
use Bayesian statistical analysis. This technique assumes
R-violating SUSY is the correct underlying theory, an
therefore that the shifts to the right-handed couplings

FIG. 15. Constraints in thedhdR

R” -dhbR

R” plane from various
observables.
3-11
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only permitted to be negative anddhbL

Higgs positive.7 The re-

sulting confidence intervals for the couplings squared
positive, and the preferred values are those of the stan
model ~i.e. zero!.

However, care should be taken when using these bou
since they hide the fact that thex2 of the corresponding fit is
quite large even at low confidence levels. The probability
these bounds arising as a result of statistical fluctuation
therefore quite small.

Below we list the 68% (95%) confidence levels from t
constrained fit:

dhbR

R” >20.0046 ~20.010!

dhsR

R” >20.031 ~20.064!, ~8.1!

dhdR

R” >20.061 ~20.123!.

The corresponding confidence limits on the couplings ar

ul33i9 u<1.0 ~1.5!

ul3219 u<2.7 ~3.9! ~8.2!

ul i338 u<1.4 ~2.2!

ul i328 u<3.8 ~5.6!

ul i318 u<5.2 ~7.6!. ~8.3!

The best-fit value fordhbL

Higgs is negative. However, the

model generically predicts a positivedhbL

Higgs. The best-fit

7We take the prior probability for the coupling shifts to be un
form on the region permitted by the theory and zero elsewhere

FIG. 16. Constraints in thedhbR

R” -dhbL

Higgs plane from various
observables.
01500
e
rd

s,

f
is

value ofdhbL

Higgs consistent with the model is zero; as a res

of this tension, the correspondingx2 increases even further
To be quantitative concerning the largex2 of the con-

strained fit confidence intervals, we present the followi
example. Thex2 corresponding to the 68% and 95% con

dence intervals fordhbR

R” are

68%: x2/NDF526.1/~1621!→probability53.7%
~8.4!

95%: x2/NDF533.6/~1621!→probability50.4%.

We see explicitly that the bounds obtained using
Bayesian analysis are weak, but thex2 associated with these
bounds is uncomfortably large. If the error bars continue
shrink and the central values stay unchanged, the releva
of the constrained fit bounds must be questioned.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We find that the hadronicZ-decay data from LEP and
SLD can be used to place significant constraints on the
of R-parity violating l8 and l9 couplings. This is possible
because the dominantR-violating interactions correct the
couplings of the right-handed down-type quarks only wh
the dominantR-conserving MSSM interactions correct on
the left-handed couplings. The parity violating asymme
parametersAq are particularly sensitive to shifts in the righ
handed quark couplings while blind to shifts in the le
handed couplings. This allows us to constrain theR-violating
interactions independently from theR-conserving sector.

Current data prefer a shift in right-handed quark couplin
oppositeto the direction predicted by the theory. As a co
sequence,all of theR-violating shifts considered in this work
are excluded at the 1s level. In thel8 case the stronges
bound is on thel i338 , which are excluded at 2s and on which
we have set the 3s bound:

ul i338 u<1.4. ~9.1!

For thel9 case, thel3319 andl3329 couplings are excluded a
the 2s level, andl3219 is excluded at 1s. The (2s) @3s#
upper bounds are

ul3219 u<~2.7! @4.1#

~9.2!
ul33i9 u<~— ! @0.96#.

All bounds are calculated assuming a common sferm
mass of 100 GeV. For larger~common! sfermion masses the
above bounds may be interpreted as bounds on (ul8u,ul9u)
3AF(x)/F(x0), whereF(x) is defined in Eq.~3.6! and x0

5mt
2/(100 GeV)2. We have also performed a Bayesian s

tistical analysis and obtained corresponding confidence
els. The results are collected in Table V.

Generically, R-violating interactionsreduce the magni-
tude of the couplings of the right-handed quarks to theZ and
leave the left-handed couplings unchanged. Current L
SLD data prefer shifts whichincreasethe magnitude of the
right handed coupling, to the extent that even the stand
3-12
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model prediction is in only marginal agreement with t
data. Future reductions in the experimental uncertaintie
the asymmetry parameters without changes in the cen
values would eventually rule out both the standard mo
and the MSSM withR-violating couplings of either thel8 or
l9 variety under the moderate assumption of degenerate
mion masses.
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APPENDIX: FEYNMAN INTEGRALS

The integrals we use here are defined explicitly in@7#. In
the approximationmZ

250, the one-loop diagrams which ap

TABLE V. Classical and Bayesian bounds onR-violating cou-
plings. Here, F(x)5@x/(12x)#$11@1/(12x)# ln x% with x

5mt
2/m̃2, x05mt

2/(100 GeV)2, and m̃ is the common sfermion
mass. For the Bayesian limits, we assumed a uniform prior p
ability for the coupling shifts in the region permitted by the theo
Note that previous efforts cited in Ref.@6# have ignored
R-conserving and QCD corrections, rendering questionable the
lidity of those results.

Bounded Quantity Classical Bayesian
1s (2s) @3s# 68% ~95%!

ul3219 uAF(x)/F(x0) — ~2.7! @4.1# 2.7 ~3.9!

ul33i9 uAF(x)/F(x0) — ~—! @0.96# 1.0 ~1.5!

ul i318 uAF(x)/F(x0) — ~5.8! @8.4# 5.2 ~7.6!

ul i328 uAF(x)/F(x0) — ~3.8! @5.9# 3.8 ~5.6!

ul i338 uAF(x)/F(x0) — ~—! @1.4# 1.4 ~2.2!
W

01500
in
al
l

er-

k

pear in this work are proportional to the following expre
sions:

~A1!

~A2!

~A3!

~A4!

where

f ~x!52
1

4~12x!2
~ x22122 lnx !

~A5!

g~x!52
1

2
ln x1

1

4~12x!2
@2~12x!~123x!12x2ln x #

for x5mf
2/ms

2 . For x→1 ~degenerate scalar and fermio
masses!,

f ~x!'2
1

2
1

x21

6
1•••

~A6!

g~x!'2
x21

3
1••• .

For x→0 ~the decoupling limit of heavy scalar masses!,

f ~x!'
1

2
ln x1

1

4
1•••

~A7!

g~x!'2
1

2
ln x2

1

4
1•••;2 f ~x!.
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